Subtraction elastography for the evaluation of ablation-induced lesions: a feasibility study.
Different noninvasive or minimally invasive therapeutic ablation procedures can produce tissue necrosis associated with local-stiffness increase. Although elastography has been proved as a potential evaluation tool for many kinds of ablation-induced lesions, the application of subtraction technique in elastography to enhance the visualization of the ablation lesions has rarely been reported. In this paper, subtraction elastography is proposed to evaluate the ablation-induced lesions. Three models are constructed to simulate different kinds of ablated inclusions. The simulation results showed that subtraction elastography is superior to conventional elastography in detecting the ablation-induced lesions with higher signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR). The artifacts induced by elastographic signal processing algorithms can be largely reduced in subtraction elastography. In addition, subtraction elastography is less influenced by the stiff background and can provide more reliable boundary information about the lesion than conventional elastography. Furthermore, the feasibility of subtraction elastography is validated by an in vitro experiment of ethanol-induced hepatic lesions. The preliminary results of this work suggest that subtraction elastography may be a good option for the evaluation of ablationinduced lesions.